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Wiesław Łuczyński*

The aim of this paper is to examine cyclical fluctuations in the Polish economy in the 
period 1975-2002, as reflected by two composite indicators: the coincident index 
denoted B091, and the leading index L133, devcloped and compilcd by Z. Matkowski.

1. Theoretical background

We believe that most of economic processes are non-linear. Regularity in economic 
processes shines through seeming and rcal chaos. In order to prove this standpoint we 
have to adopt a variety of tools (often non-conventional). Such a proof can only be 
provided by experiments based on empirical data.

The results obtained so far in our prcvious research on economic processes in 
Poland and Germany make us to consider the forecasting problem with a reserved 
optimism. The truth is that “despite all the progress in dcveloping morę and morę 
intelligent computers and software we are not able to change the naturę of economic 
objeets.” (Czerwiński, 2002, p. 370). But we can comc closer to their notional and 
empirical reconstmction: theory of chaos offers us the tools that imitate quite well 
people’s behaviour.

One of the basie features of a chaotic dynamics is the dependence on initial 
conditions or another fixed State. This appears in the conditions of coexistence of many 
attractors. These can be so called strange attractors, or constant points of 
transformation. Each State can be determined only with a finite accuracy p. If orbits 
(trajectories) of the process do not depart from the initial point (or a fixcd State) morę 
than by distance p, we can forecast the futurę State of the analyscd process. The 
trajectory of such a process will be coiwergent to one of the attractors marking the * 1
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1 Attractor is the area of slability in non-linear time series. Attractors are specific States of 
dynamie Systems. Their feature is stability and movement towards a given State. Morę formal 
definition of attractor A is the exit from its surrounding R: for each point (jc, y) e A optionally 
smali surrounding exists, with the centre in (x, y), which is contained in R. Thus, particularly A 
<zR. R is the trap-area, which means that each orbit starting in R remains in it forever. At the 
same time the orbit approaches to A, or the attractor. Cf. Tempczyk (2002, p. 27), Peitgen et al. 
(1996, vol. 2, p. 329), Peters (1997, p. 242).

2 A strange attractor is characterised by the fact that its trajectories do not cross, and the 
points never repeat in the same areas of the phase space. Generally it has fractal structure and is 
non-periodic.
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3 4borders of a specified attraction area. The borders are often fractals. However, if 
trajectories of the process depart by a distance longer than p, then, in conditions of 
many attraction areas, it will be difficult to forecast to which State they will converge. 
Some trajectories will converge to one attractor and the remaining to another. The 
attraction power depends on fractal dimension5 of the attraction area borders. The 
bigger fractal dimension of the border, the morę difficult it is to forecast the finał State 
of the analysed process. The opposite is also true: uncertainty about futurę will be 
reduced with lower fractal dimension of the border.

Figurę 1. Initial States: predictable and unpredictable

Sówce: Own presentation based on: H.O. Peitgen, H. Jurgens, D. Saupe (vol. 2, 1996, p. 386), 
andE. Ott(1997,p. 190).

In Figurę 1, initial point x(l) will be attracted by attractor Al, and its behaviour is 
totally predictable. On the other hand, the finał State of point x(2) is unpredictable, 
because it comes too close in the surrounding of the border of two attracting areas.

The fact that initial conditions x(/), (i = 1, 2) are specified with uncertainty p means 
that x(i) = x is equivalent with the statement that x(i) values are within easy reach of 
x:\x — jc(/)| < p. For the situation illustrated in Figurę 1, with uncertainty p it is known 
that jc( 1) tends towards attractor AL  The initial point ofx(2) is located within the reach 
of attractor A2, but because of uncertainty p, its trajectory can approach A2 or Al. The 
initial condition jt(l) is named p-certain condition, whereas x(2) is called p-uncertain 
condition. P-uncertain conditions lie in the distance no morę than p  from the border of 
attracting areas.

Probability of randomisation of the initial p-uncertain condition can be defined as 
the quotient of dimension of the area marked with the dashed linę to the whole area of 
attraction (phase space). Therefore the quotient is a function of p. For the border which 
is not a fractal, the dependence is directly proportional: j{p) ~ p. The decrease ofp by a 
half (doubling of the cxactness of initial condition) would reduce by a half the potential

3 The attraction area is a set of points on the surface whose orbits remain in the trap-area. 
The trap-area is totally included in the attraction area.

4 Fractals are objects whose parts are qualitatively similar to the integer. The tree coułd be 
an example of self-similarity containing the sequence: tree -  roots -  the head -  branch -  
leaves.

5 Fractal dimension is expressed as a fraction.
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uncertainty of forecast of the finał State of x(i). But if the border of the attraction area is 
fractal itself, then f{p) is no longer linear function. Then we deal with a non-linear 
dependence: /(/?) ~ p \  A = N -  D, where N  is phase space dimension, and D -  
dimension of the attraction area boarder. For example, if A =0.1, and we wish to 
reduce by a half the uncertainty about the finał State of J{p), p must be reduced even 
210-fold.

Parameter A is named uncertainty index; together with its decrease the chance for a 
good forecast gets lower and lower. Moreover, together with variation of the fractal 
dimension of the attracting area, the level of uncertainty changes. We mean here 
forecasting the finał States of the orbits (trajectories) of the initial points. In this 
situation, fractal dimensions of the borders of attracting areas (attractors) gain an 
explicit dynamie interpretation. With the inerease of fractal dimension, uncertainty of 
forecast will also inerease. How can we calculate the fractal dimension of time series?

In his classic monograph entitlcd Fractal Geometry> o f Naturę (1982) Mandelbrot 
wrote, conformably with Kant’s critic of the pure intcllect, that “clouds are not spheres, 
mountains are not cones, coastlines are not circles, and bark is not smooth, nor does 
lightning travel in a straight linę.” Fractal geometry enables us to understand the 
relationship between a set of completely coincidental shapes and the process of their 
rising and developing (including cyclical fluctuation). D’Arcy Thompson was the first 
who drew attention to this matter. In his work On Growth and Form (1917) he noticed 
a relationship between irrcgularity of structures and processes on microscopic level and 
regularity seen in a macroscopic picture.

2. Methods

Fractal structures have intermediate dimensions between such geometrical objects as 
points (D = 0), straight lines (Z) = 1), surfaces (D = 2) or spaces (D = 3). A jagged 
graph of stock market ąuotations has an intermediate dimension 1 < D < 2. To 
calculate the fractal dimension of time series of economic dynamics we will use the 
method proposed by Grassberger and Procaccia (1972).

Fractal dimension is approximated by calculating correlational integral C„[R). This 
measures the probability of two points of the attractor to eonie close to each olher in 
the distance R. Time series is reconstructed by setting it in a Iow capacity phase space 
m = 2. If the attractor is a linear dynamie process, it will save its dimension 
independent of the capacity dimension of the area in which it will bc set: a straight linę 
keeps its dimension no matter whether it lies on two-dimensional Hat surface, or takes 
a course across three-dimcnsional space. On the other hand, trajectory points of a non- 
linear attractor are mutually correlated and they become condensed in specific places. 
In a random walk, due to the lack of auto-correlation, the points evenly fili the space in 
which they were set and they have no fixed dimension.

Let /(/?) = p \  If we set the given process in a double logarithmic scalę, we will 
receive linear eąuation: log [/(/?)] = A\og(ji). Having given the index of uncertainty A 
we can calculate fractal dimension d,& A = log[/(p)]/log(p). The functionJ(p) decreases



monotonically with the inerease of p and it has no bottom limit. That mcans that we 
can get an object of any Iow density just by inereasing the number of iterations.

The coiTclation integral is calculated according to the formula:

C„(p)=-^T x ' £ iZ ( p - \ xl - xJ |)
™ i , j =1

i * j
where:

Z(x) = 1 ifp -  \x,-xji > 0, otherwise Z(x) = 0;
N -  the number of data; 
p  -  distance;
Cm— correlation integral for the dimension m.
Z{x) is the binary function by Heaviside. Correlation integral measures the certainty 

that two randomly choscn points would be separated from each other by a distance less 
than p units. Together with the inerease of p correlation integral inereases 
exponentially at the ratę p4: Cm = p \  which means that we obtain double logarithmic 
linear dependence: log(C,„) = A\o%{p) + C (with C = constant). With the inerease of the 
capacity dimension m, correlational dimension A will come closer to its real value 
(Peters, 1997, p. 153-155). Setting the fractal object in a higher dimension than its own 
does not change its fractal dimension because of mutual correlation between the points. 
This is why correlation dimension calculated by the Grassberger and Procaccia method 
is a good estimation of the fractal dimension.

The author’s computation programme for calculating correlation integrals, apart 
from capacity dimension and the number of data, reąuires such initial parameters as 
time displacement of the phase space (t), time unit (dt), and initial distance (p). The 
value of p was assumed at about 10% of the difference between maximum and 
minimum value of the analysed time series. To choose time displacement, we used the 
eąuation:

mt = Q,
where:

m -  capacity dimension, 
t -  time displacement,
Q -  avcragc orbital period.
Conseąuently, the delay (lag) eąuals the length of an average orbital period per one 

capacity dimension. If e.g. orbital period is 93 months, and capacity dimension m = 2, 
then the time shift is t = 46; for m -  3 time displacement decreases to 31, for m = 9 it 
decrcases to 10, etc.

The average orbital period was estimated basing on the rescaled rangę analysis 
(discrete wavelet transformation and spectral analysis can also be instrumental, cf. 
Peters, 1997, p. 72-104; Białosiewicz, 2000, p. 204-237; Łuczyński, 1998, p. 82-119). 
In the rescaled rangę analysis (R/S ) correlation between observations decreases with 
the length of time series. The Hurst’s index is a specific measure of such series
decorrelation: C = 2{2H n -  1, where C -  correlation value, H -  Hurst’s index. H = 
0.5 indicates a ąuasi-random series, in which no observation is correlated with any 
previous or further observation. It is said that such a dynamie process is devoid of
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memory. The dynamie processes for which the Hurst’s index lies in the rangę 0 <H<  
0.5 are antipersistent and ergodic; they tend to return to the average, i.e. after each 
deviation an opposite deviation may be expected in the next period rather than keeping 
up with the trend. However, if 0.5 < H < 1, dynamie processes strengthen the trend and 
are persistent.

Non-stationary time series reąuire the analysis on ‘time-frequency surface.’ We 
would apply multi-resolving, discrete wavelet analysis.6 In decomposing the signal we 
use the Daubechies filter (Białosiewicz, 2000, p. 111-114). As a result of 
decomposition we receive high-frequcncy components <7„ called dctails, and a Iow 
frequency component (no longer exposed to further filtration) a„ being an 
approximation of the analysed time series (signal S). Decomposition of original time 
series is an iteration process, in which it is split into many components with decreasing 
resolution. An opposite process is synthesis, or reconstruction of signal (synthesised 
signal -  SS), which enables us to reconstruct the original series based on details and 
approximation. In the reconstruction process (with appropriate filters) we can eliminate 
disturbances occurring in the original time series and reconstruct it perfectly. 
Moreover, wavelet analysis enables us to reveal the moment when signal frequency 
changes abruptly. Such changes are not detectable by spectral analysis or Fourier 
transformation.

Even though our analysis cannot lead us to identify any explanatory variables (their 
selection would also need some other methods7 * *), it lets us reconstruct two- or three- 
dimensional ‘phase portraits’ of the non-linear dynamie processes under analysis. This 
opens up the perspcctive for an effective forecasting.

To estimate the ratę of decrease in our ability to forecast the analysed process by the 
observation of its previous behaviour, we have calculated the Lyapunov’s exponents 
and assessed their convergence towards a stable value. The highest value of 
Lyapunov’s exponent indicates the speed of the decline in the ability to forecast futurę 
behaviour of the system (in bits per unit of time). The same index measures the 
susceptibility of the system to the variation of initial conditions. An inexact 
measurement of initial conditions would result in wrong forecasts. Each fractal 
dimension of the attractor has its Lyapunov’s exponent, which is a measure of its 
dynamics.

Calculating Lyapunov’s exponents requires many trials with different parameters. 
Their selection is quite arbitrary giving rise to an impression of adjusting data to the 
known result. Wolf s methodological suggestions are not very conclusive. In reality, 
the result depends on the number of numerical experiments. We have to choose such 
parameters as capacitive dimension, time shift of the phase space, timing of system 
evolution, and minimum lag between the pairs of points of the attractor. These

6 Wavelet is the function T^/) e Z,2(v), such as sequence 'Fj* =: 2 12 T (2h  -  k) where /', k are 
random total numbers, is ortonormal base within the Hilberf s space C2(v); cf. Wojtaszczyk
(2000, p. 8).

7 Cf. Hellwig (1969), Armstrong (1978), Cieślak, ed. (2001, p. 106-108), Dittman (2000, p.
111- 112).

* See: Wolf et al. (1985) and Peters (1997, p. 166-179).



parameters will be selccted in such a way that the convergence of Lyapunov’s 
exponent does not differ much from the results of R/S analysis.

The last step of our analysis is the reconstruction of the ‘phase portrait’ of the 
indicators examined. This is a diagram showing the conformity of the series with some 
sinusoidal functions, which may be used to model its fluctuations. On the vertical axis 
we place the obsei*vations taken from the empirical time series, and on the horizontal 
axis we put the observation noted with the lead equal to the timing of internal memory 
of the process. In an ideał case, if the series follows precisely a sinusoid, we would get 
a picture with the plotted points forming a round circle. If the series reveals fluctuation 
of different periodicity, we shall see several such circles, marking the fluctuations of 
different frequency.

3. Empirical results

For technical reasons all the graphs and tables have been placed in the annex. The 
results for the reference indicator B091 are given in Appendix 1, and the results for the 
composite leading indicator L I33 are included in Appendix 2.

As told at the beginning, the subject of this analysis was to examine cyclical 
properties of the coincident index of the aggregate economic activity for Poland 
(B091) and of the composite leading index (LI33), both compiled by Z. Matkowski for 
the period 1975-2002 as regards their capacity to generate autoregressive forecasts. 
The ability to predict the reference indicator by means of the composite leading 
indicator was not tested in this study.

The data we received for this analysis were already seasonally-adjusted, MCD- 
smoothed and PAT-dctrended time series. Our aim was to analyse their stochastic 
properties which may be significant when using these indicators in forecasting. Series 
B091 as reference indicator was analysed morę extensively.

Appendix 1 includes the results for B091. The results of R/S analysis of the 
reference series B091 including Hurst’s indices are shown by Graphs 1 and 2. Hurst’s 
index was calculated as regression coefficient for logarithmised rescaled rangę indices 
where explanatory variable was the number of months (logarithmised too). We 
obtaincd 158 rcgressions calculated altemately for the first 6, 7, ..., 163 observations 
(HI, left axis on Graph 2), and 158 regressions calculated for the last 157, 156, ..., 6 
observations (H2, right axis).

Series B091 lose their memory after 93 months.9 Hursf s index is equal to 1.0135. 
Such a high value signifies that the analysed process is by no means a random walk 
and it includes persistent components which strengthen the trend. It means that, if we 
observc high (or Iow) values, it is very probable that they will keep rather high (or Iow) 
in the next period.

In the neighbourhood of 90-month cycle we observe a continued decrease of the 
Hursf s index (from 0.5 to 0.3) and then its rapid inerease (to 2.1). As we lengthen the
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9 [From the Editor:] This does not undermine the possibility of generating autoregressive 
short-term forecasts based on the observation ranging back up to 8 years.
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period of orbital movement of the series, the memory improves: there is a higher 
correlation for the observations distant from each other by 128 and morę months. This 
dependence is not caused by short-term relationships, e.g. auto-regression AR 
processes. The cycles observed are non-periodic and characteristic of non-linear 
dynamie processes. They are not detectable by means of spectral analysis.

The analysed time series is actually non-stationary (though it was previously 
detrended using the PAT procedurę). The augmented Dickey-Fuller^ unit root test 
(Table 1) does not allow to reject the zero hypothesis about non-stationarity with 10% 
probability of error. But, on the other hand, there are no reasons for rejecting the unit 
root hypothesis with 1% or 5% probability, as usually accepted.

In the wavelet analysis, details d\, d2 , and d3 on Graph 3 show visible necdles in 
July-December 1978; we can guess that a significant change occurred in that period in 
all the frequencies of the signal. Moreover, in detail d3 (Iow freąuencies) we obseiwe 
change of freąuency in July 1984, August 1989, and July 1998. In detail d\ (high 
freąuencies) the freąuency changed in March 1987 and March 2001. Detail di 
indicates changes in January 1984, September 1986, and in July 1993. Removing the 
noise (Graph 4) does not change the freąuency variation in time series, because random 
oscillations have been earlier removed by its preliminary smoothing. Any way, the 
wavelet analysis indicates that on the tum of 1978/1979 the freąuency of B091 
fluctuations underwent a leap change. Here we find an example of hysteresis in cycle 
freąuency and timing.

Fractal dimension D is related to Hurst’s coefficient H  by formula: D = 2 -  H. Thus, 
if the system is devoid of long memory and H = 0.5, then fractal dimension D = 1.5. 
For 0.5 < H < 1 fractal dimension will be contained within the rangę 1 < H < 1.5, and 
the graph will be ąuite smooth. But if 0 < H < 0.5 the higher fractal dimension of time 
series generated by anti-persistent system means morę zigzag diagram. In that case the 
trend is often reversed. Fractal dimension of the investigated series B091 is D = 
0.9865, signifying good smoothness.

Fractal dimension analysis was supplemented with the analysis of correlation 
integral coiwergence. By inereasing the capacitive dimensions we can get the 
coiwergence of fractal dimension towards its real value. Graph 5 illustratcs the values 
of correlation integrals calculated for capacitive dimensions m = 2, 3, ..., 10. For each 
curve the coefflcients of linear regression have been calculated. Graph 6  and Table 2 
illustrate their coiwergence towards real fractal dimension.

Measurement of fractal dimension of the investigatcd series by using correlation 
integral and Hurst’s formula gives different results. This is because linear graphs of 
time series have fractal dimensions placed within the rangę from 1 (straight linę) to 2 

(the dimension of surface). Only one variable has its influence on the value of fractal 
dimension. Fractal dimension of the same time series placed in phase space includes all 
the lagged variables and it depends on the correlation between them and on the data of 
series which are not lagged.

The fractal dimension of B091 proves that this series represents a persistent process, 
where trend reversal occurs relatively rarely. This is an important indication for 
forecasting. Moreover, indicator B091 can perform very well as a reference cycle for
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other persistent processes in the economy. Fractal dimension of this time series placed 
in phase space lies in the rangę between 1 and 2. It means that two variables are 
necessary to model the process. However, the dynamics of this process is relatively 
simple and its modelling would not pose special problcms. This also means that the 
indicator can be effectively prcdicted.

The results for Lyapunov exponcnts are presented in Table 3 and Graph 7. The 
graph illustratcs the coiwergence of the Lyapunov index to a stable dimension L, which 
specifies the ratę of decline in the ability to forecast the process.

The highest value of this indcx indicates the capacity to predict further development 
of the indicator. If the initial data (i.e. initial conditions) have been measured with the 
accuracy of one bit per month, our ability to forecast futurę development of B091 
would decrease by 0.01067 bits per month. This means that autoregressive forecast can 
only be based on the obscrvation of the last 94 months (1/0.01067). With longer period 
the system will loose its memory, as we already claimed on the basis of R/S analysis. 
The value of historical data, on which autoregressive forecasts could be built, decreases 
with the lenght of time series. After going beyond the threshold valuc established by 
the largest Lyapunov’s exponent, historical data become completely irrelevant for the 
forecast.

Figurę 2 shows the phase portrait of the B091 time series. We can see that the 
indicator is not affected by random shocks. It is clearly composed of cyclical 
trajectories with three different freąuencies (as marked by the circles). Such an index 
may be certainly used in forecasting cyclical movements.

Generally, ąuite similar results have been obtained for the composite leading 
indicator L I33. The results are presented in Appendix 2. The results of R/S analysis 
and Hursf s index are presented by Graphs 1 and 2 while the results of Dickey-Fuller 
test are given in Table 1. It appears that despite the preliminary PAT detrending of 
component series, the indicator remains unstationary and nceds further transformation. 
The first diffcrences of the series can be treated as stationary (with 1% probability of 
eiTor).
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Figurę 3. Phase portrait of composite leading indicator L133

I133(t-149)

The R/S analysis indicates the memory loss of the time series after 149 months. 
Forecasting the indicator on the basis of its own previous behaviour would be 
ineffective after that period.

Hurst’s coefficient for LI33 assumcs the highcst value at 121 months whcreas the 
maximum valuc for B091 is 123 months. This means that the leading index L I33 
predicts the reference index B091 at least with 2-month lead.10

Graph 3 shows the correlation integrals for LI33 series. Table 2 gives the capacitive 
and correlation dimension. Graph 4 demonstrates the coiwergence of its fractal 
dimension towards a steady-state. The results for Lyapunov’s exponent are givcn in 
Table 3 and Graph 5. The results for the convergence of correlation integrals and 
Lyapunov exponent do not differ much from our findings about B091.

The phase portrait of LI33 is presented in Figurę 3. Like the reference indicator 
B091, the composite leading indicator L I33 also shows quite smooth cyclical 
trajectories with three different freąuencies (marked by the circles) meaning that it may 
be uscd in cyclical forecasting.

4. Conclusions

Further economic dcvelopment may be predicted with help of the examined indicators 
(reference indicator B091 and leading indicator LI33) basing on their cyclical 
trajectories and the revealed properties of chaotic trajectories (owing to the analysis of 
fractal dimension, rescaled rangę analysis, Lyapunov’s exponents and wavelet 
analysis). Because of non-linear relationships within the investigated system, effective 
forecasting can be accomplished using artificial neuron nctworks (Gajda, 2001). 111

111 [From the Editor]: In our own analysis based on cross-correlation the lead was longer (5- 
6 months).
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Appendix 1: The results fo r B091 tim e series
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Table 1. The results of Dickey-Fuller test for B091
ADF test statistic -2.0322 1% Critical value* 

5% Critical value* 
10% Critical value*

-3.4520
-2.8704
-2.5715

*MacKinnon critical values for rejection of the hypothesis of a unit root.

Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test Eguation
Variable Coefficient Std. Error /-statistic Probability

B091 (-1) -0.0070 0.0034 -2.0322 0.0429
D(B091(-1)) 0.3793 0.0551 6.8732 0.0000
D(B091(-2)) 0.1676 0.0579 2.8955 0.0040
D(B091(-3)) 0.2169 0.0581 3.7338 0.0002
D(B091(-4)) -0.0306 0.0557 -0.5500 0.5827

C 0.7041 0.3453 2.0387 0.0423
/?-squared 0.3808 Mean, dependent variable 0.0092
Adjusted /?-squared 0.3713 S.D., dependent variable 0.0892
S.E. of regression 0.0707 Akaike info criterion -2.4407
Sum of squared residuals 1.6278 Schwarz criterion -2.3718
Log likelihood 409.94 F-statistic 39.988
Durbin-Watson 2.0105 Prób (F-statistic) 0.0000

Table 2. Capacitive and correlation dimension of B091
Capacitive dimension (w) Correlation dimension D

2 0.9665
3 1.3299
4 1.4769
5 1.5567
6 1.6129
7 1.6209
8 1.6345
9 1.6236

10 1.6073

Table 3. Results for the highest Lyapunov index for B091
Time series m r evolv lag L ML (months)

B091 3 31 0.1 0.5 0.01067 93.7
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Graph 1. R /S  index of B091
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Graph 3. Decomposition of B091 time series
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Graph 4. Removing the noise
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Graph 6. Convergence of fractal dimension of B091

Graph 7. Lyapunov exponent for B091
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Appendix 2: The results for L133 time series

Table 1. The results of Dickey-Fuller test for L133
ADF test statistic -2.3738 1% Critical value* -3.4520

5% Critical value* -2.8704
10% Critical value* -2.5715

*MacKinnon critical values for rejection of hypothesis of a unit root.

Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test Eguation
Variable Coefficient Std. Error /-statistic Probability

L133(-l) -0.0118 0.0050 -2.3738 0.0182
D(L 133(-1)) 0.4961 0.0550 9.0158 0.0000
D(L133(-2)) 0.1008 0.0614 1.6419 0.1016
D(L133(-3)) 0.0771 0.0614 1.2541 0.2107
D(L133(-4)) -0.0078 0.0554 -0.1414 0.8876

C 1.1895 0.5010 2.3743 0.0182
7?-squared 0.3588 Mean dependent variable 0.0012
Adjusted 7?-squared 0.3489 S.D. dependent variable 0.1050
S.E. of regression 0.0847 Akaike info criterion -2.0806
Sum squared resid 2.3334 Schwarz criterion -2.0117
Log likelihood 350.34 F-statistic 36.379
Durbin-Watson stat 1.9994 Prób (F-statistic) 0.0000

Table 2. Capacitive and correlation dimension of L133
Capacitive dimension (w) Correlation dimension

2 1.0794
3 1.3144
4 1.2986
5 1.3959
6 1.4664
7 1.4713
8 1.4202
9 1.4944
10 1.4534

Table 3. Results for the highest Lyapunov index for L133
Time series m r evolv lag L ML (months)

LI 33 3 50 1.26 0.5 0.00691 144.7
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Graph 1. R/S index of L133

Graph 2. Hursfs indices for L133
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Graph 3. Correlation integrals of L133

Graph 4. Convergence of fractal dimension of L133


